The LaRC investigative process for airframe noise has proven to be a useful guide for elucidation of 
Introduction
The importance of reducing subsonic approach airframe noise has now become apparent to the international community. local Mach numbers seen intheflap-edge flowfield are generally below 0.3fortypical applications, thisis considered reasonable. However, withtheuse ofan incompressible method forcomputing the hydrodynamic fluctuations intheflowfield, the computation ofthesound generated bythese fluctuations must becarried out using information from theentire field, rather than justonthesolidsurfaces 11. The reduction incomputational effort afforded bythe incompressible flowapproximation isstillless than required toallowforafullsimulation ofthenear-field fluctuations inthiscomplex flow.Inthisstudy, therefore, theuse ofa"temporal" approximation isused toreduce thesimulation ofthefullthree-dimensional flowfield intoaseries oftwo-dimensional simulations; thisapproximation will be discussed and justified in later sections. 
Numerical Simulation Algorithm
It was necessary to reduce the size of the numerical simulation in order to be able to conduct as many as were required to give guidance as to the sensitivity of the development of hydrodynamic fluctuations in this complex flowfield. Assuming that it is possible to justify performing simulations in the crossflow plane only (as will be discussed in the following section), we decided to compute unsteady incompressible Navier-Stokes solutions in a geometry that includes the rectilinear end of the flap. A robust and highly accurate algorithm for such solutions is described in Ref. 14; the physical domain is divided into rectangular sub-domains as required, and tensorproduct Chebyshev spectral collocation of the pertinent equations is employed in each sub-domain. Theresulting acoustic fieldwas then computed using ahigh-order accurate harmonic wave equation solver, forced bythecomputed Lighthill stress tensor; thefinite-thickness flap-edge geometry was approximated bywayofaconformal mapping tothe infinite half-plane. Results forthree frequencies are shown inFig.12, interms ofconstant-phase contours, which show theresulting acoustic wave pattern, and in terms ofcontours of20log(mag(p')), which gives an indication ofdirectivity. Each contour level inthelatter display is5dB.Note howthedirectivity pattern rotates withfrequency, fromstronger upward radiation forthe lowest frequency, toarelatively flatpattern that favors thedownward direction fortheintermediate frequency, toaprimarily downward pattern withseveral irregularities forthehighest frequency.
One may choose aconvenient location inthe acoustic fieldatwhich tointerrogate asequence of simulations over arange offrequencies, and thus obtain arepresentative spectrum ofthenoise produced bythe cylindrical shear-layer mechanism. Results forthepoint Constant-.... (0, -10), i.e., ten edge-thicknesses straight down from the edge, are labeled in Fig. 13 
Conclusions
The 
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